A GENERAL SCHEME FOR LOCAL INVENTORIES
by
R.A.Pryor
Project for Archaeonomic Study and Training

Abetraat
A system of field recording using record cards
and source sheets is described. Provision for
extension and computerisation has been made. The
need for a national system for field recording is
put forward.
It may seem odd that someone, whose knowledge
of computers is limited to the reading of a couple
of books (Laver, 1965; Eyre and Tonks, 1971) and who
is only in the loosest sense an archaeologist,
should be contributing to this conference. So I
will start with a brief explanation of the circumstances which led to the setting up of the Project
for Archaeonomic Study and Training, PAST, at
present purely and simply a one-man band without
endowment or subsidy, but full of missionary zeal.
About a year ago, I became unemployed as a
result of the financial difficulties of a charitable
trust known as the Archaeological Centre. One of
the aims of the Centre - and the one in which I
became principally interested - was that it should
develop new channels through which the increasing
numbers of ordinary people interested in archaeology
might add their spare time and energy, as well as
their spare cash, to the ever more hard-pressed
resources of the State, the Universities and other
institutions.
A possible opening up of a market appeared in
appeals for help with the disappearance of
archaeological sites through the increasing use of
modern earth-moving machinery (.Current Archaeology,
23 (Nov.1970) - 25 (Mar.1971)). The account, given
at the Inaugural Meeting of RESCUE, of archaeological
work on the routes of the M4 and M5 Motorways, particularly that required before the bull-dozers moved
in, is especially impressive (Fowler,1971 ; 1972a).
The objectives were made clearer by several contributions to the CBA's Southampton Conference on Field
Survey in British Archaeology, not least by the
statement that responsibility for the recording and
surveillance of archaeological sites should be
placed squarely on local archaeological groups,
because - quite apart from the fact that there are
insufficient professionals to do this work - no one
is better qualified to look after sites in a particular area than the interested person who lives there
(Fowler,1972b). This statement reinforced an opinion
which I had had for some time, that more activities
should be organised for people interested in archaeology but unable or disinclined to take part in excavations: field surveys based on lists of known sites
seemed to be the sort of thing that they should be
doing.
RESCUE'S

So, as it seemed to me that an archaeological
inventory of the Bournemouth area, where I live,
might be financed partly by running holiday-courses
based on it, I decided to have a go at getting one
started.
I was already aware that this would not just
be a question of making lists, and that some sort of
system would be needed for recording information in
such a way that it could be retrieved without too
much difficulty. But, in my innocence, I thought
that a generally accepted system of this kind would

already exist, ready for use. I soon found, through
the CBA, that this was not the case; the usual procedure was to make up one's own system as one went
along. So I might either make use of a system,
which had come into existence in this way, or make
up a system for myself. Dubious about my abilities,
I began to make enquiries about systems already in
use.
An account of these enquiries could easily be
the subject of a paper in itself. Suffice it to say
that every Inventory, Survey or Record, which I
looked at, differed markedly from every other one:
all had their good points and some were outstanding,
but none had a very high proportion of the total of
desirable features, which I collected in the course
of my travels (Benson,1972 ; Emery,1972; Sheppard,
1972) . I hope that that remark does not sound
ungrateful, because the people concerned with these
projects were unfailingly kind and devoted hours to
explaining the details of their activities and to
answering my letters. Their helpfulness and
interest have been most encouraging during the past
year (see Acknowledgments).
Faced with the alternatives of making use of
the most suitable of the systems already in operation, despite its apparent defects, and setting up
yet another new system, I chose the latter, for this
reason: it occurred to me that the fulfilment of my
original need for a generally applicable system,
available for use by any group which might be
persuaded to start work on an inventory of their
area, might bring benefits which would far outweigh
the trouble involved. These benefits would not be
limited to the direct contribution which the establishment of such a system would make towards reducing the Crisis in Archaeology ; my train of thought
took me a long way on from there. For a generally
applicable system might one day become generally
applied: a series of local inventories might one day
become a national inventory: a national archaeological index was on the cards - if the cards were
properly designed. This thought brought me back to
earth.

System design
The design of the system has proved much more
difficult and taken much longer than expected. The
result so far is a mass of delicate compromises,
balancing acts which would take much time to explain.
It is only possible here to outline the basic
requirements, as I see them, and then describe
briefly the system intended to satisfy them, as it
stands at present. I am aware that I have not yet
solved all the problems - there may indeed be some
of which I am not yet conscious. The system is
still very much in the prototype stage and improvements are being actively sought. Suggestions for
changes will be gratefully received. I must also
make it clear that much of the system is as yet
untried in practice; I will try to indicate this as
I proceed with the description of it.
The requirements of the system, then, appear
to me to be as follows:
1.

It must be applicable, without restriction as
to period or region to all remains, which are
known or thought to exist or to have existed,
of human activities which are no longer
current.
It must tend to locate the most reliable
sources of information about such remains and
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community as a whole.

permit the recording of the principal conclusions from these sources.
3.

The records must be amenable to constant
correction and expansion throughout the foreseeable future. An inventory should not be
conceived as a finite project with a possible
completion-date.

4.

The compilation and maintenance of the inventory must not require more than a minimum of
training; the time required for these tasks
is of secondary importance, due to the use of
the cheapest possible form of labour and the
open-ended nature of the project.

5.

Access to the records and obtaining information from them must be quick and easy for the
following groups of users:
a. Those working on the compilation and maintenance of the records.

For the compilation and maintenance of a local
inventory, workers would be required in the following categories, which need not, of course, be
rigidly applied, though I feel that each volunteer
should have a primary responsibility for a particular activity:
1.

Field—workers or, as I prefer to call them in
the context of this scheme, Surveyors: It is
intended that each of these should be responsible for a particular Parish or Ward,
preferably that in which he or she lives, but
that this responsibility should be shared with
an assistant, to ensure continuity in case
either should leave the district, lose
interest ordre. Abnormally large or small
Parishes and Wards might be combined or subdivided.

The other categories would probably function
best on an Area basis:

b. Those concerned with land use: conservationists, planners and developers.

2.

Readers, working at home, in Libraries or
other archives.

c. Those involved in archaeological research,
both locally and further afield.

3.

Museum Visitors, who would also investigate
private collections.

A.

Clerks, whose functions will become clear
when we turn to consideration of the Records.

5.

A Secretary.

To describe the system intended to satisfy
these criteria, I shall deal briefly with territories and workers, before turning to the records
themselves.

Territories
Territories must be clearly defined, in order
to ensure that no areas are inadvertently left uncovered. For this purpose, there is, as a basis at
least, no practicable alternative to the administrative areas of national and local government: the
County, the District and the Civil Parish and its
urban equivalent, the Electoral Ward. In addition
to these the scheme calls for another unit, consisting of three to five districts, i.e. between a
third and a fifth of an average-sized county, which
I shall refer to as an Area.

Workers
The labour force, as 1 have said several
times, is to be recruited mainly from among those
who are or may be prepared to work in their spare
time for other reasons than financial gain. To
obtain and retain their services is more difficult
than it would be if the workers were to be paid
wages or a salary, but the difficulties are greater
only in degree; to obtain the quality of work
required by an Inventory, it would be necessary, in
any case, to offer a good deal more than just money.
Other inducements are needed such as
a) the pleasure of activities suited to the
individual's abilities and inclinations;
b) the satisfactions provided by concrete
results of work involving individual responsibility;
c) the reassurance derived from participation
in a group able to provide the resources
which are needed to back up individual
efforts ;
d) the sense of fulfilling a duty to the

Ideally the Secretary would not be a volunteer.
Someone is needed to do the jobs, which can't be
fitted into the spare time available to the normal
volunteer, such as those which can only be done in
office-hours or which necessitate journeys to London
or other centres distant from the locality of the
Inventory. These include consulting different
archives, seeking advice from experts and dealing
with local authorities, land-owners' representatives,
developers, contractors and so on. Someone is also
needed to co-ordinate the work of the volunteers.
For both these purposes, a person with something
more than a minimum of training and experience is
needed, and also one free to devote most of his or
her time to the Inventory. Ideally, then, both
functions would be undertaken by one person on a
full-time, paid basis. The obvious source of the
necessary finance is the local authority; indeed,
the job-specification, which is emerging and which
will become clearer as I continue, seems close to
that which should be laid down for the Archaeological Officers now being appointed by the more
enlightened local authorities. Judging by schemes
which are already in operation, however, it looks as
though a County would be too large an area for one
person to look after on this basis, while a fulltime salary would probably impose too heavy a burden
on the rates, if it were drawn wholly from those of
one District.
It would seem, therefore, that the
right territory for a Secretary to administer is an

Area.
Now, although an Area is of a convenient size
for many of the needs of this scheme, it is not a
generally recognised unit, as the District will
become in 1974. And the size of a District also has
advantages: for one thing, it is suitable both
geographically and in respect of the number of volunteers likely to be needed (two to three dozen) for
the arrangement of regular meetings to discuss
Inventory business. For these reasons, the District
has been chosen as the basic unit of the project;
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each Inventory will be confined to 'the archaeology
of one District; and each District will have its own
Inventory. The Secretary will administer not an
Area Inventory as such, but the District inventories
of his Area. For this, the District Meetings would
provide the best means of communication, so the
Secretary would attend as many of them as possible.
The ideal Area would consist of an urban
District and the neighbouring rural ones; this would
allow some transfer of resources to sparsely populated bits of country, where it might be difficult to
recruit sufficient volunteers. Material preserved
in Museums and archives is unlikely to be restricted
to one District, so Readers and Visitors would
usually work on an Area basis and in close co-operation with neighbouring Areas. And, as the Secretary
would find it easier if all the master records and
other paperwork were maintained in one place, so
Clerks would normally be Area people too.

Record aard design
Having told you something of the proposed
geographical and organisational framework of the
scheme, I will now show you the picture which it is
meant to support (Figure 1). The form of record,
which appears to satisfy best the requirements
described earlier, is a card suitable for duplication
or some other sort of means of reproduction. As can
be seen from Figure 1, the record card refers not to
a site in the conventional sense (if this sense is
definable), but to yet another unit of area - the
hectare or 100m square of the National Grid. The
subject of the card is further defined by period.
One object of using the Grid Hectare is to provide
the volunteer Surveyor with an instant yet permanent
means of referring to a new discovery, without
imposing on him or her either the need to decide
whether the new discovery forms a new site or merely
part of one already known (which would conflict with
the requirement for minimum training) or the obligation to refer to higher authority before completing
a card and adding it to the inventory. The true
beauty of using the Grid Hectare cards, however,
lies in their ease of reference. To make this clear,
I must explain how the Card Number is read, particularly where the Grid Numbers are concerned.
In the
case of Figure 1 the full reference is as follows:
Do - for the County of Dorset; Bo - for the District
of Bournemouth; Wi - for Winton Ward. Then 73 - for
the km square and 98 for the hectare. This is
followed by Ne for Neolithic, the purpose of defining
the period being to incr-ease the space available for
records when the remains of several periods are found
in one hectare, without introducing the problems of
continuation cards. Finally the full reference
includes the date of issue of the card, to distinguish it from earlier and later versions. Use of
the hectare Reference in this fashion instead of the
way now customary (complete eastings followed by
complete northings) means that all the cards for the
same km square are grouped together when the cards
are arranged in Grid Reference order, a convenience
in itself, but most valuable in the case of large
and ill-located sites, as I shall show. It also
means that maps may be dispensed with except as
supporting documents. Although suitably annotated
maps are far and away the best means of geographical
reference, the difficulty and expense of reproducing
them and of keeping such reproductions up to date
makes it impracticable to use them as part of the
fundamental records of a system, which calls for
distribution of these records (as this one does).
The cards may also be referred to simply by the
whole Grid Reference, by Feature Index Number, which

I shall explain shortly,by Period, by name, or by a
combination of these, depending on the preference
of the user.
The treatment of the information on the card
is a compromise between the 'boxes', felt by some
to be essential when cards are to be completed by
the minimally trained, and the virgin expanse
preferred by others. The headings are intended to
be both comprehensive and self-explanatory, with
the exception of those referring to large sites,
which will be explained below. It is intended, at
the next printing of the card, to sub-divide heading
B, 'Archaeology' into 'History', 'Features on site',
'Collected Material' and 'Significance' (see lower
half of Figure 6).
The back of the card (shown in the upper half
of Figure 1) is also intended to be self-explanatory,
though I shall say a little more about the entry
'Feature Cards Punched' later. Another alteration
is contemplated here: the transfer of information
about sources and collections from the front to the
back of the card, since experience has shown that,
sources and collections being all too often unpublished, the same entry must frequently be made on
both sides of the card. At the same time, the
lower part of the back of the card will be arranged
in the way at present used on the front, i.e. with
a lettered list of headings, including references,
collections, availability of photographs etc., and
space below for correspondingly lettered entries
(see upper half of Figure 6).
Sites, of course, do not always fit neatly
into grid hectares; even small ones may lie at the
point where four hectares meet. In such cases, a
card must be made out for each hectare, to provide
an answer for the user who needs to know whether
anything of archaeological interest has been found
in any one of them. However, to save a lot of
repetition, the complete information is entered only
on the south-western Card, which would be the front
one, when the cards are arranged in hectare
reference order. This card will show the numbers of
other hectares as 'subsidiary cards' under Heading
A. The subsidiary cards are completed only as far
as the first item of Heading B, which consists simply
of the Reference Number of the south-western card,
unless there is some feature of the site peculiar to
one of the subsidiary hectares, in which case the
details will be entered on that subsidiary card.
This method, if employed for all large sites,
would necessitate the production of large numbers
of cards bearing little or no information. To
avoid such waste, sites impinging on more than four
hectares are recorded on what are known as A-cards
(Figure 2). These are given reference numbers in
the same way as the ordinary cards up to and including grid numbers for the appropriate km square,
which are followed by a letter A and a single
figure, a letter B being used if more than 10 A-cards
are required for one km square and so on. A-cards,
as can be seen, bear the numbers of the hectares
over which the site lies, but subsidiary cards are
not made out for these, unless, as is the case with
many in this example, information peculiar to a
particular hectare is known. The fact that cards
are not made out for all subsidiary hectares, complicates slightly the task of the user: to find out
whether any information is recorded about a particular hectare, it is necessary to search all the
A-cards for the relevant km square,to see whether
the number of the hectare is mentioned. In practice
this should not prove very burdensome, as there will
seldom be more than two or three A-cards to a km
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such requests will be required or that users will
be prepared to go through the cards for such
details. Counts of this nature are bound to be
unrealistic anyway.

square. Another point to note on figure 2 is that
the site in question actually impinges on four km
squares, o£ trhich this card refers to the southwestern one. The A-cards for the other km squares
are treated in the same way as ordinary subsidiary
cards. It would, in theory, be possible to extend
this method to cope with sites covering many square
kilometres, but this does not seem worthwhile.

Once the entries for distribution have been
made, the cards are typed out on a sheet on which
both front and back of the card are printed, as in
Figure 1. The information on the lined parts of
the card is actually typed on a separate sheet of
plain paper, cut out and gummed over the lines,
which would make the text difficult to type neatly
and harder still to read. From the master thus
produced stencils are cut; copies of the cards are
then duplicated. It is intended that they should be
issued ten times a year in batches of 50 or so for
each Area, together with lists of new abbreviations
and index numbers and a covering newsletter. Some
of these packages may be sold, many will be given
away to volunteers, local libraries, museums, and
other bodies listed under distribution, while a few
will be smuggled into the offices of recalcitrant
local authorities.

Figure 3 shows a subsidiary card bearing
information peculiar to its hectare and, in entry B
(general information about the site), the number of
the A-card to which it is subsidiary. This is the
number of the south-western A-card, not the A-card
for the km square in which this hectare lies, which
would bear no information about the site under consideration. Large sites which transgress Parish or
Ward boundaries are treated, as far as this method
is concerned, as two (or more) separate sites.
Another sort of 'awkward site' is one which
cannot be accurately located (Figure 4). The method
of dealing with this type of site is similar to that
used for large sites, except that letters from Q
onwards are used in the reference number instead of
the letters from the beginning of the alphabet.

And, one day, a set may be coded for computer
input.

The way in which cards are prepared for
typing is illustrated on Figure 5. A draft card
in pencil is prepared by a Clerk from information
received from a Reader or Visitor, usually on a
standard form (see Figures 7 and 8). This draft is
given to the Parish or Ward Surveyors for checking
in the field and against their fund of local knowledge. Sometimes information about a new site will
be received from the Surveyors themselves, already
entered on a card, which will be given to a Reader
or Visitor for checking of references or collections. The card is returned to the Area Clerks and
the entries for the Area Index are then made
(Figure 1). The Area Index is kept on Feature Cards
on which are printed 10,000 spaces, each of which is
reserved to a hectare. If the Hectare Reference
Number were to be used for indexing, a set of
Feature Cards would only suffice for a 10km square
of the National Grid. This would make the Index
unduly cumbersome; hence the need for a Feature
Index Number on the front of the card. This is
simply the 'next unused number' and is applied by
the Clerk, when first indexing a new card which
bears information. All such cards have separate
numbers, including cards for different periods on
the same hectare and subsidiary cards, but subsidiary cards which bear no additional information
to that on the south-western card are not indexed.
It can be seen for the entry for 'Feature Cards
Punched' (Figure 1) which is completed as the indexing is done, which Feature Cards have been punched
in respect of this Hectare Card. This entry not
only enables checks on indexing to be made, but
allows other users to maintain their own indexes and to point out where features have been omitted.

One set of Feature Cards can, as we have seen,
provide an index for up to 10,000 items, in this
case. Hectare Cards. If one wishes to index up to
20,000 items, one must have two sets of Feature
Cards, and so on. Furthermore, the more items one
is dealing with, the greater the detail required: ii
one is looking for coins of a particular Roman
Emperor, it is not too difficult to look through the
cards indicated for Roman coins in a particular
district; it is a very different matter if one wants
the answer for the country as a whole. In fact,
there is a level at which the combination of numbers
of sites and the salary levels of researchers makes
it cheaper to put the information into a computer
than on to feature cards. From the findings of my
'survey of Surveys', it seems that this critical
point will occur somewhere about County level, with
a number of sites of the order of 50,000. To put
that another way, one set of Feature Cards should
suffice for an Area administered by a Secretary and
it would be feasible to use the Feature Cards for
all such areas in a County as a County Index.

Supply of record aards
Record cards, on either card or paper, both of
size A5 and 8vo, punched for standard loose-leaf
binding if required, and Source sheets, both of
size A4 and 4to, are available for anyone who wishes
to make use of them. A handbook is also in course
of preparation. Further information and prices may
be obtained from:
PAST, 8a, Queen's Park West Drive, Bournemouth BH8
9BY (Tel.36540).

There is another problem in indexing the cards,
which I have not been able to overcome as easily as
the problem of numbering. This occurs when a user
wishes to count the number of times a particular
feature occurs in a District or other area. The
index will tell the user quickly enough how many
hectares there are in which barrows, for instance,
are found. But there may be three or four barrows
in one hectare and this the Feature Cards will not
reveal, unless separate Feature Cards are kept for
hectares with two barrows, hectares with three
barrows and so on, which seems a bit cumbersome,
especially if flint implements are to be counted
instead of barrows. At present it is hoped that no

Computer work
Provision has been made in a small way on the
record cards for computerisation, - the 80 numbered
spaces on the two lines at the foot of the front
side of the cards (Figures 1-6). I must confess
that the purpose of these is principally to show
that I have thought about computers - it is certainly
not possible to make use of them at present except
as useful additional space for drafting purposes.
However, I will explain, for what it is worth, that
they are intended to allow the encoding of informa-
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scallop-tiled roofs.
Level ground, besliteraain road, o 53 m OD.
D. Plateau Gravel.
Residential in woodland.
Both proposed for listing (Grade 11) undsr T & CP Act, 1971.
Trustees of Talbot Village Estate.
112: Mr A.E.L.Glyde.
122: Mr Armitage.
Check progress witti development and protection.

I

I

I

I

I

,11

I

I

Ha I

I

'

i

i

hpeature

001

hifeft i^9i

E.Land uae, vegtn.: Uast
K.Protection:
,check
«.Owner. H.Occupier:)date.
I.Action required; Header/
<^virvevor, date çf report.

a.l. DcE, Prov. LBAHl (Bo), 1972.
OS 1:25,000, 1962.
GS 1" Drift Map, 1893.
lii. 1.7329.11.72 (Bo. Town Planning Dept.).
1<4. 1.73.
Kelly's Directory, 1972.
lit. 1.73.
R.A.Pryor, Jan. 1973.

I ^^ I

I

I

I

I

I

1

Ji^

Figure 3
Ai-ciiaaonomlo Card (A5/Svo: 'D'lii: Pi,'î. SU yua«::;':-: Paik West Drive, BournoLoutfi Büß 'fiii. (Til. oaü2 3üSi|0.i.
Record card for a constituent hectare of
a 'large' site, with information peculiar
to the hectare
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I

I

100m Nat.
Grid sq./ ) sz
Site ref.i)
Period:
Date of iBsue;

V

A

/k

2/73

Imprecise

A Chance find
Namu Road
B Polished dlsooidal flint Knife.

00, 10, 20, RP 81* (il (20, 30-tt, 42-4) *
a.l. 03 Card SE 3:
1. .I.B.Calkln, oral (1949).
ii. Bo. Nat. Sei. Soo. 6" Map.
b. Russell-Cotes Museum, Bournemouth.
OS 1:25,000, 1962. GS 1" Drift Map, 1893.
11.12.72.

D. Plateau Gravel.

Plateau c 35 m OD.
Residential on C19 heathland.
None
Check B.a.ii and b.

Feature
Index Ho.
E.Land use, vegtn.: )la»t
F.Protection:
iohcck
G.Owner. H.Occupier :)date.
1.Action required: Reader/
Surveyor, date of report.

Entries below (those after
colon in right-haad ool.):
^
A.'Type of site, name, looationt
aubsidiary cards (large site).
B.Archaeology/3W card (large
uitô): a.Sources; b.Collections.
G.?OBO^;ra-chY. Jj.Gtiolosr'/: sourcea.

Card Mo:
Co: Bisti Ph/Waxdi

G.H. Nut traceable (Iinfreci:;e location).

_»JSL1_

R.A.Pryor, Jan. 1973.

-I

I

I

l" I

I

1

1

•_I

1—,1

1

ÜË.

Figure 4
Record card for an ill-located site (Q-card)

Card Wo:

it

lOOm Nat. )
Grid sq./ )S2-

y.

Period:

A

1

<Q0

h

7 }>AJr//('lvA$

ÎFeature
I \ Entries below (those after
CX I O /^ / n r^*'"^'
Index No.
tLl oclon in right-hand col.):
g^'°l K^. '.^1 In,
A.Type of site, name, location:
E-Land use, vegtn.: )last
subsidiary cards (large site).
P.^roteotion:
^oheck
B.Archaeology/SS card (large
i}.Owner. H.Occupier: )date.
aitô): a.Sources; b.Coileoticns. I.Action required: Reader/
C.'j.'oT:.ographY. D.&JOIOCT: sources.
Surveyor, date of report.

1

7kj> /)fiA^^J^o-ui^&

/c\li>ot Vi'/ICK^
<^.L >a£. 'Prcv /-FAHl/g^'), ^^7a

C3 A/, dv^ •zlo^f,^ i>

n^U6l A/>A^ cU^/no( »^'^^^ /^)>k

AA3

2-fy-l»^ul&. t^ h^SKt-à Z/ch^

K^^eelfvs. h

9^

c\lii^ ffi^ <) "•- • 'hvj t(^Ci<^kji. /K A Coo\'rit K^'h teK-j^^fKj:

Î k^Y^'hwtk

Ri^i^âéc^e^^sKr'(o.-^^

ÇUcld ç\of^

(. ^'^ ^ 0)h

llîdl

(iCsb-]^, /3o

^. yUUf^^ (yvtw^/

Oi l:7','.bc>ù.l^éi 6s, l''})y^-ff- l^t^^

2^. )i Ir /So TgwK 7/<wK^ li^'p^
/âK\U^

H~
r(,

Y-We^^t-^ l-r^tuLjL^

AIM)/.^^I
HMM.^UI

g.A7.

£

OL.

j

, .

_

* ,.

I

.

' .1 . .

1

.

.

. 1 ...

'V .1.

S^^oKt 1)Uv,léfl>(\ . AtSO Uti^ ' eti^KA6KI<.-^^AyVTJCT SbW>V<U
2 \ficy\ KiKl^v«i'CKCIVI'JI)
-t-T
1
r '- |fc
1
-4-,—I—,-*H*—I

L

Kl

^ gckt)»f K/y'^ "^Qfry. CvAHui/t>wv<^s

|/)' ^ I« it
i4 '—'—•—p—'—*—*—f"^
I
1
•
p—'
'—^i^
'
'
» ^)i

• lo •
nre"'

»*

"

'

r

^.C.^TT

t<3. A>v<»'-, H^-st. ih^l^.t V,ll.'. jgis-"
^ /)

X

AKII>V

n—T

1

jTl-J Ty »/v^^ ^(^v^ k»K;< )w^ir^v1)

r^j-1

^ckli-of,

r a •'

y

1—h

"T

1—I

rjjT

112 kAlUî)cw-K ^»»•'^

(^-C^^n..^^. )t(J^^;^7?^
)< |vx loc*, f jîAw-l^KUt iox ß*f Ce>v»v».(

|^\ W V

^

Figure 5
Draft record card, with field worker's comments
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3

O*»* »o

riald JSSL
Ch«olcs
Distribution

9f mi gart

Index

F*«tar« oard«

/
No.

Entrlea belowi O.MS notée.
H.Photograph« 4 prints. Ü.PilMi.
It.Publieatlons. P.Or&l infomatlon. S.Transparencies.
V.Tapes.

Souro««
& other.

JLüfiiau

ÇtflaM 4 iswrXwa, ZfAwi^Sii p^^'?^<?CTWhff•—w,collections.

Contrilwrtorst
District Inventory Address:
Entries below (sourms &
oontjributorsj see over)«
A.Site-types, nsMS, locations,
subsidiary areas (large site).
B.SW card (large site), history.
C.Features on site. D.Collected

Card I County t Slsti
Ho. I ParlshAard!
Bat. GridT
/
Hsotare/ >
/
Sits ref.t)
Periods

t»t?riftli EtaimÀfigwiigf

sFeature
I • «
P.Topography and geology.
G.Land use and vegetation.
H.Protection. I.Aotion reqd.
J.Owners.
K.Occupiers.
li.Compiler, date.

I

I

I

I

I

I

1,41

r' r

I

I

I

I

ti^i^

I' I

I

I

•

•

•

i_j

1

1

I

liSj

I

I

I

I

I

liSi

I

I

I—I—I—I—1—L2SJ—I—I—I—I—I—I—I—t—iS2l

III

I

1

IJÖT-

1^1

I" I

'

III

1—r—!—I

I

Archaepnomlo Record Card (A5/avo: 1^J73): rJiST, 8« auofln'a park Hest Drire, Bournemouth BIi8 9EIÏ (Tal.: Boumemouöi (0202)35540).

Figure 6
Revised version of record card.
The lower half of the figure is
the front of the card, the upper
half the back.
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Inforoation on
tb« Distriota of
Source (author's najM cind
title of book or ar^iol«/
deaoriptlon of oolleotion/
name of Informant}!?ubliBh«r/
JoTimal/

Uaaavaa/
AddrsBS t
Publioation or other general date:

Pa««/
Aocea9 ion/
It«a
No.

Date recorded:

Inforiaation
(Where appropriate, 'entry-letter»' froa the B«oord Cards «a»
luiod, J3istrlot Hectare or National &rid R«f«r«no« and Period
teing quoted under entry 'A', Insowiob as they ar« knovn).

Further
refs. &
aaterlal
OTsr)

continued to bottom of A4 sheet
and overleaf to middle of back
Figure 7
Front of standard form for recording
information from sources (source sheet)

Further referenoes and other material
Hef.
No.

Author's naœe and title of book
or artiole/desoription of ooUection/nase of informant.

Publisher/Journal/
Museua/Address.

Contributor's naas and addresst
Figure 8
äack of source sheet
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